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         Ideal for wide facades. 

         For optimal illumination of wide facades. CANVAS offers an even rectangular
distribution that eliminates scalloping often caused by other floodlights.
Mount with a setback of 4 to 12 ft depending on your lighting requirements. 
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         Minimizes spill light. 

         CANVAS puts the light where you need it while minimizing spill
light that gets lost to the surrounding area. Mount CANVAS at heights
up to 30 ft and flood wide areas while maintaining control over stray light. 
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         Outperforms 400W MH. 

         Combining precision engineered optics with efficient LED
technology, CANVAS delivers superior photometric performance
and uses 70% less energy than its metal halide equivalent. 
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         No glare. 

         Microprismatic diffusion lens optimizes light output without glare.
Delivers smooth uniform light without any hot spots. 
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         Easy mounting options. 

         Trunnion mount for adjustable wall or roof mounting, perfect for area and sign lighting.
Slipfitter mount for pole top or bullhorn mounting, ideal for landscape and signs. 
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         Superb thermal management. 

         The patent pending thermal management system of
CANVAS keeps it running cool for a long, long time. 
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         Utility rebates. 

         For even more savings, CANVAS is DesignLights
Consortium (DLC) qualified for utility rebates. 
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              5-year warranty.

              The RAB 5-year, no-compromise warranty covers light output, color stability, driver performance, paint finish and labor. RAB's warranty is subject to all terms and conditions found at rablighting.com/warranty.
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              100,000-hour LED lifespan.

              At 10 hours daily use, RAB LEDs are rated to last 27 years, dramatically reducing maintenance and re-lamping costs.
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              IP66 rated.

              IP66 rated and high durability polyester powder-coat finish withstands the elements.
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                            Photocell.

                            
                CANVAS is available with optional button or swivel photocell.
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